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MODERN METHODS

Hanlin, Chris and Anthea
Desyllas’ contemporary
home in Essex, has been
designed with a ‘fabric first’
approach to environmental
performance, meaning
the building does the work – rather than
bolt-on renewable energy devices – to
improve energy efficiency, reduce the
carbon emissions and create a home with
lower running costs. The house has been
super-insulated and achieves a high level
of airtightness. It also takes advantage of
passive ventilation and the ‘stack effect’
through mechanically operated rooflights
that air the triple-height open stairs. Split
over three levels, it has a faceted front
facade that opens up views to Epping
Forest from the first floor bedrooms
and gives the house its distinctive form.
A restrained palette of highly durable
materials has been used, including black
brick, white render and zinc. Designed
by Snug Architects (02382 029 500;
snugarchitects.co.uk), the project
cost £1,000,000.
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a home with a difference:
it is mobile and was built
to comply with the Caravan Sites
Act 1968. The owners, who had
been living in a static caravan for
15 years on their stunning plot in
the New Forest, approached
Ricky Evans at PAD studio (01590
670 780; padstudio.co.uk) to design
a low-energy building with a strong
connection to the landscape.
Importantly, it wasn’t meant to
feel like a mobile home. For a build
cost of £300,000, Evans came up
with a prefabricated, chestnut-clad
design with large amounts of
glazing that exceeded the owners’
low-energy aspirations. It meets
the rigorous Passivhaus standard
and is essentially self-sufficient,
thanks to photovoltaic panels on
the roof that generate electricity,
and an air source heat pump,
which provides hot water for an
underfloor heating system. A
sewage treatment plant manages
waste and rainwater, collected
in an underground storage tank
for watering the garden.

Hanlin is designed with a ‘fabric first’
approach to environmental performance,
meaning the building does the work
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SELF-SUFFICIENT
OPTION Forest Lodge is

CARBON-POSITIVE HOME

The key to the design of
five-bedroom Weald House
near Tunbridge Wells, Kent
was the owners’ desire to build
a healthy family home. Architect
Robert Lumme at timber-frame
eco-specialist Baufritz (01223 235
632; baufritz.com/uk) created
a home that blends harmoniously
with its surroundings through the
use of building materials – mainly
pale render and larch cladding
– that will weather naturally. The
house is carbon-positive – it locks
away 50 tons more CO2 than is
released during manufacture and
construction, including emissions
from transportation and the running
of the house for the first five to 10
years. The 37cm-thick completesolution walls are constructed
almost entirely of timber, while
the patented scrap wood shavings
insulation and triple-glazed
aluminium timber-clad windows
give the house excellent thermal
insulation. Solar panels on the roof
power the heating system. Baufritz
homes cost from £500,000.
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